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Two Czech companies have combined traditional materials and know-how of working
with them to create an entirely new concept in interior decoration. The results of
cooperation between Sans Souci and Bohemian Works were presented for the first
time in September at the Maison et Objet and Monaco Yacht Show.
The essence of the interconnection of products is the combination of two refined materials –
glass and wood. The result is luxury interior decoration of varying character that makes
space that bit more interesting, whether in the classic or the modern style. The basic factors
in designing these products are the suitable choice of techniques for decorating glass and
wood coupled with harmonisation as an impressive composition. The imaginative
combination of materials can be applied to practically all types of furniture.
The latest innovations are wooden panels composed of wooden components of various
shapes. These can be replaced by glass parts with simple or extravagant decor created
mainly using sandblasting or laminating the glass. The advantage of wooden panels is their
double use: as luxury floors on the horizontal and as partition walls that segment an area on
the vertical. The visual effect is enhanced by the use of eye-catching light effects that can be
programmed at various intensities, lengths and colours. In addition to walls and floors, this
interesting combination offers tables in which the connection of the wooden base and the cut
glass sheets dominate and chests of drawers with glass doors of various decor.
The companies are joined by more than just their Czech origins and their use of traditional
materials: their respective portfolios concentrate on original design and high quality,
elements which act as the basis of project design in line with the individual wishes of
demanding clients.
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Sans Souci, s.r.o. is a Czech company acting in the field of unique interior decorations. Its portfolio
consists of three basic product groups: Decorative lighting for luxurious flats or hotel rooms, with a
counterpart in huge eye-catching light installations in spacious areas. Exclusive glass mosaic and
large-scale tiling creating interior dividing walls, ceilings and floors. Decorative architectural elements
(balusters, vitrails etc.) and art sculptures appreciated especially by lovers of art.
Precise handwork and glass as a basic material bring to Sans Souci products attributes of high quality
and originality. Thanks to these characteristics Sans Souci products decorate interiors of luxurious
hotels, private residences, yachts and other splendid buildings.
For more information visit www.sanssouciint.com
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BOHEMIAN WORKS
Bohemian Works Woodworks is a traditional producer of wooden floors and furniture for hotel and
private projects. Their mastercraftsmen make and install floors for classic and contemporary projects
all over Europe, northern Africa and east coast USA. 15 years of experience with a proven track
record with f.e Sacher hotels in Austria, Kempinsky hotels in Germany and Oetker Group high end
hotels in Switzerland among others.
Produced in solid wood or engineered, with solid on plywood, guarantee easy maintenance and
durability for ages. Bohemian Works is originally a horeca interiors builder and also specializes in
lambris and bars of old wood or new.
For more information visit www.bohemianworks.com
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